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2023 Sponsorship Package 

Diamond Sponsor  
As the sole Diamond sponsor, you will be proudly recognized as our title sponsor with the most 
prominent placing and size of logo on our Sponsors’ Area of our website, advertising, 
newsletter, E-Blasts, signage and verbal acknowledgement with every promotion and event put 
on by the NWT Chamber. Sponsor will be provided with two complimentary passes to any of 
the NWT Chamber’s in-person or online events and a selection of NWT Chamber branded 
merchandise as desired.  
Request: $10,000 per year* 

GOLD SPONSOR  
As one of potentially three sponsors, you will be solidly recognized as a Cobalt sponsor on our 
website, advertising, newsletter, E-Blasts; signage and verbal acknowledgement with every 
promotion and event put on by the NWT Chamber. Sponsor will be provided with two 
complimentary passes to any of the NWT Chamber’s in-person or online events and a 
selection of NWT Chamber branded merchandise as available.  
$5,000/each per year* 

Copper Sponsor 
As one of potentially five sponsors, you will be recognized as our sponsor with slightly more 
modest logo size in our Sponsors’ Area of our website, e-blasts, newsletter, and signage. 
Sponsor will be provided with one complimentary pass to each of the NWT Chamber’s events 
throughout the year. 
$1,000/each per year* 

* First-time NWT Chamber sponsors at any level will receive a 10% one-year discount. And to mark our 50th 
Anniversary, any company signing up for a multi-year Sponsorship agreement at any level will receive a 25% 
discount annually. So a three-year Cobalt Sponsor level agreement would only cost $11,250. These two offers 
cannot be combined. Special consideration can always be discussed for Diamond-level Sponsors.
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